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Abstract—Business opportunities are not permanent. Enterprises to instantly meet them collaborate with each other through realizing business network processes (BNP) in which their activities are done with various partners within a network. Recently, these business network processes are enabled with Service-Oriented technologies, that we call them Service-Oriented Business Network Process (SOBNP). In today’s dynamic and changing environment Virtual Enterprise (VE) architects require a flexible framework through which they could design and realize SOBNP instantly. In this theme, there exist a number of frameworks that constitute the SOBNP, but they almost neglect two salient issues: a) Covering and incorporating high-level (i.e. business level) and low-level (i.e. technical level) requirement in business process creation; b) Adjusting to the VE architect without deep knowledge of computer science. Thus, the main objective of this paper is to propose a framework and related tools and techniques to constitute SOBNP, as a main building block of Instant Virtual Enterprise (IVE), which address two above-mentioned issues. The framework namely SOBNP Realization consists of three phases including requirements specification, ontology-based partner search and selection, and BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) process synthesis. A prototype system is implemented to demonstrate the concept of VE architect-driven SOBNP realization in IVE.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rapidly changing business atmosphere and turbulent market conditions cause business opportunities change over and over. To meet these business opportunities enterprises require collaborating with each other through realizing business network processes (BNP) in which their activities are done with various partners within a network [1]. In fact, the competitive market requires that these BNPs to be realized highly agile, effective and efficient. Such an agility and effectiveness lead to the formation of highly dynamic virtual enterprises within supplier networks, which are referred as instant virtual enterprises (IVE) [1]. In this regard, Presley et al. [2] stress that the rapid formation and reconfiguration of enterprises and their processes provide complexities for process engineering and integration. In the context of this paper, a business process is composed of activities and every single activity is defined as any organized behavior that transforms an input into an output through executing a sequence of actions.

BNPs can be utilized through diverse technologies including service-oriented computing (SOC) [3][4], agent-based approaches [5], and so on. Our approach for BNPs realization is based on service-oriented technologies including web services, Business Process Execution Language (BPEL), etc. Consequently, in this article BNP is called Service-Oriented Business Network Process (SOBNP). In SOC, a business process is a coarse-grained -
Composite web service executing a control flow to complete a business goal. Among various
technologies, BPEL (Business Process Execution
Language) is a de-facto standard that is utilized to
realize required orchestration and choreography
between diverse web services [6]. In fact, BPEL is a
workflow-oriented composition model and provide
flexible business processes.

There exist a number of frameworks that could
constitute the SOBPN but they almost neglect two
important issues including covering business-level
and technical-level requirement in business process
realization, and adjusting to the VE architect without
deep knowledge of computer science. Thus, this paper
is to propose a framework and related tools and
techniques to constitute SOBPN which meet two
above-mentioned issues. In other words, the framework
namely SOBNP Realization not only embodies both high-level and low-level requirements,
but also it has been tuned that could be employed
by novice process owners, VE architects, business
managers or business domain experts.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 elaborates the motivation of the work through
a real-life scenario. Section 3 discusses the related
work. Section 4 presents the SOBNP realization
framework. Subsections A, B, and C, explain in detail
the major components of the framework. Section 5
discusses preliminary implementation of prototype
system. Section 6 evaluates the framework using two
approaches: scenario simulation, and gathering experts'
judgments through a survey. We next sum up the
discussion and provide some conclusions in Section 7
and 8, respectively.

II. MOTIVATING SCENARIO: COLLABORATIVE
ONLINE BROKERAGE

Collaborative Online Brokerage is one of the
important business processes of the banking industry.
As the process mapping, Figure 1, shows three parties
including a customer, a bank, and a stock exchange
carry out securities transactions. In fact, efficiency
is increased through the electronic support and
automation of information and communication
processes both within banks and between
organizations[7].

By using the appropriate brokerage solution, the
"new intermediaries" enable the entire business
transaction to be carried out efficiently from the
initiation of the transaction up to transaction
execution. The greatest potential for this increased
efficiency lies in the electronic support and
automation of information and communication
processes both within banks and between
organizations.

In reality, such a business process must be
supported with different partners within a network
of organizations. Meanwhile, highly flexible and
changing environment causes the combination of
partners to execute such a business process alters
over and over. Therefore, the VE architect requires
a flexible tools and techniques for business process
realization to instantly meet new business
opportunities.

III. RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, SOBNP
realization in IVE with proposed approach is
almost non-existent in the literature; however, this
section reviews the closest work to our approach.

In [3], authors propose dynamic VE integration
via business rule enhanced semantic service
composition. Its composition architecture realizes
dynamic formation of business workflows through
three steps: abstract workflow formation, concrete
workflow formation, and workflow execution via
web service selection. However, in this approach
abstract workflows are pre-defined. This means the
approach is not flexible. Beside, the paper lacks on
introducing partner selection procedure.
In [1], Grefen and his colleagues develop a novel approach that, firstly, focuses on dynamic, multi-party market scenarios, in which complex instant VEs are created to follow market movements and secondly, covers the entire spectrum from high-level, global business goals down to low-level, local business processes. Even though their contribution has high-quality, it is not adjusted and tuned respecting to the VE architect. Moreover, unlike the SOBNP Realization their framework is not semi-automatic. As a matter of fact, the procedure of partner selection in their framework is not automatic.

In [8], authors present a goal-directed composition framework to support on-demand business processes. In their framework composition schemas are generated incrementally by a rule inference mechanism based on a set of domain-specific business rules enriched with contextual information. Although the proposed framework is one of the high-quality service composition frameworks in recent years, it has some shortcomings. Firstly, their ontology matching algorithm primarily considers the simple subsumption between the concepts in the ontology, and ignores their detailed semantic difference. In other words, some parameters such as concept definition, path type between resources, etc. have been neglected. Secondly, their approach has mainly been developed for business process realization within an organization. In other words, in cannot be used for business network processes which must be constituted through collaborating various organizations within a network.

IV. SOBNP REALIZATION FRAMEWORK

In the proposed framework that is depicted in Figure 2, SOBNP is generated during three phases. In the first phase that is requirement specification, the VE architect specifies requirements with a known business rule language, that is, Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules (SBVR) [9]. This phase is divided into two steps: step number 1, and step number 3. Step 1 is to take business-level (i.e. high-level) requirement of VE architect in which goals, opportunities, competencies, desired resources can be conveyed. In a similar way, step 3 takes technical-level (i.e. low-level) requirements in which the VE architect could specify the desired Quality of Services (QoS) for the identified services.

Second phase deals with partners’ activities selection. This phase is also divided into two steps: step number 2, and step number 4. Indeed, according to the specified requirements, which have been conveyed in business rule form in step 1 and 3, qualified activities and services, respectively, are identified. It should be noted that step 2 and 4 utilizes the same algorithm for partner selection. In fact our framework utilizes an ontology-based partner selection algorithm to effectively select the most appropriate partners within a network. The algorithm is, indeed, a semantic matchmaking method, since it can play a vital and effective role in partner selection in virtual enterprises [10][11][12].

Finally in the third phase, the VE architect specifies the control-flows between the qualified services using the workflow-patterns (step 5). As a matter of fact, the VE architect must identify the
required patterns among the selected services and generate the expected SOBNP with the aid of provided tools. Third phase also includes a background activity that is process optimization. This activity, in fact, examines the designed SOBNP on the basis of a metrics suite. Our metric suite encompasses five metrics that analyzes four key quality features of BPEL business processes including business value [13], reusability [14], context-independency [15], complexity [16], and granularity [13]. In other words, these metrics guarantee that the output BPEL process meet the key quality features. In the following sub-sections, the details of phases are revealed.

A. Requirement specification

In the first phase, SOBNP realization framework deals with VE architect in order to grasp his/her requirements. Requirements can be specified and conveyed via business rule languages. A business rule is a statement that defines or constrains some aspect of the business. Business rule languages are going to be the common language among various enterprises.

There are miscellaneous languages for business rule specification such as RuleML[17], SBVR[9], SWRL[18], and so on. Each of these languages has both advantages and disadvantages. In this regard, [19] explores the pros and cons of state of the art for business rule languages.

SOBNP realization framework leverages SBVR language since the SBVR has salient advantages including quite straightforward structure, and notably easy to use for business people [19], that is, for someone without training in formal methods. Both former and latter features make it appropriate for our framework since our approach should be close to the end user (i.e. VE architect).

A.1. SBVR Language

One of possibly many notations that can be used to express the SBVR meta-model is SBVR Structured English[9]. In other words, SBVR Structured English is a notation which is used to define SBVR vocabulary, definitions, and statements. Even though the semantics of definitions and rules can be formally represented in terms of the SBVR vocabulary and, particularly, in terms of logical formulations, but SBVR Structured English is natural and easy to use for business people.

A.2. Requirement Ontology: Transformation of SBVR from CIM to PIM

Requirement ontology is, in fact, the representation of a request using ontology languages that capture consensual knowledge of requirements in a formal way. In fact, it specifies the expected competencies of desired partner. In this subsection, we aim to discuss how the VE architect can verbalize requirements and thereby how the corresponding ontology of requirements has been generated.

As discussed earlier, SBVR is conceptualized optimally for business people and designed to be used for business purposes independent of information systems designs. According to Model Driven Architecture (MDA) models [20] SBVR language is situated in computational independent model (CIM) [21]. Therefore we have to transform it from CIM model to platform independent model (PIM) to make it appropriate for applying required computations and processing. Since SOBNP realization framework leverages ontology-based techniques for partner selection, we have to transform specified requirements which are in SBVR into corresponding ontology. Among various ontology languages the framework leverages OWL-DL [22] because it provides required expressiveness and also most of the existing tools support that. Therefore, we have to generate corresponding OWL-DL of SBVR. Further, generated OWL-DL is utilized to choose desired activities semantically.

As stated, our framework needs to be semi-automatic; hence the transformation from SBVR to OWL-DL must be automatic. In this regard, our framework leverages Attempto Controlled English (ACE) [23]. ACE is a subset of English (i.e. controlled English) that can be unambiguously translated into first-order logic (FOL). Following, the produced FOL can be translated to OWL-DL, with the aim of Attempto Parsing Engine (APE) web service which produces concerned OWL with ACE sentences.

Owing to the fact that the business vocabulary and rules in SBVR underpinned by First Order Predicate Logic, it is rational and feasible to distinguish the relationship between ACE construction rules [24] and SBVR Structured English. In other words, it is possible to easily recognize that to what extent ACE supports SBVR Structured English, since ACE function words such as determiners, quantifiers, prepositions, coordinators, negation words, etc. are predefined and cannot be changed by users.

A.3. SOBNP Ontology

After taking VE architect’s requirements (using business rule language) and translating them into corresponding ontology, the framework utilizes a semantic matchmaking algorithm that tries to find the partner that its ontology match with the expressed requirement. Therefore, there is a key assumption in the proposed approach that is every partner in the network defines and organizes relevant knowledge about activities, processes, organizations, skills, competencies etc. using OWL-DL ontology language. In reality, such an assumption is trivial, since in the last decades many projects aimed at creating ontologies concerning the domain of virtual enterprises including Collaborative Network Organization (CNO) ontology[25], ToOnto Virtual Enterprise ontology (TOVE)[26]. However, these ontologies do not overlay the required scope and depth in SOBNP Realization framework.
To construct the required ontology, we follow some of steps and recommendations of Noy and McGuinness’s methodology [27] which relies on developing an ontology using Protégé tool [28]. The methodology consists of seven steps including defining ontology scope, reusing existing ontologies, enumerating major terms, defining classes and class hierarchy, defining slots (i.e. class properties), defining facets of slots, and creating instances.

To determine the scope of the ontology, we need to sketch a set of questions (i.e. competency questions) on the condition that the ontology should answer [29]. By inspiration of Hepp and Roman’s work [30], here are some of the questions for determination of SOBNP ontology scope:

- What is a business opportunity?
- What are the goals of a particular SOBNP?
- Does a particular SOBNP contribute to a business opportunity?
- Which set of activities does constitute a particular SOBNP?
- What are the conditions of a qualified activity?
- What kinds of resources exist for a particular SOBNP?
- For each activity in a particular process, what are the pre-state and post-state?

After scope determination, it is expected to reusing the existing ontologies to eliminate cost, time, and effort for building the ontology. There are two major efforts such that their partial combinations can make extensive progress in SOBNP ontology development. These ontologies are CNO ontology [25] and Multi Meta-Model Process Ontology (m3po) [31].

In [32], Plisson et al., proposed CNO ontology, which is also referred as Virtual organization Breeding Environment (VBE) ontology. The proposed ontology overlay two different level of knowledge in a network. First level deals with common knowledge about the organizational structure itself and the second one copes with the domain specific knowledge that such networks cover. Even though CNO ontology satisfies some semantic issues of our framework; it lacks to supply the required depth of knowledge that we have to know about each partner within a network, for instance, the sub-processes or activities of a particular process. On the contrary, some elements of CNO ontology are outside of our ontology scope, for instance, some kinds of CNO concepts (e.g. Virtual team, professional virtual community), some VBE roles (e.g. VBE Support Institution), etc.

In this regard, M3po embodies five aspects of workflow specifications including functional and behavioral, informational, organizational, operational, and orthogonal. In the same way, we include some parts of functional and behavioral aspects and exclude the other aspects on the basis of SOBNP ontology scope.

Table 1. The characteristics of SOBNP ontology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>SOBNP Ontology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max Depth of Ontology</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Concepts</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Relationships</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super/SubClassOf Relationships</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Instantiation of SOBNP ontology can be achieved semi-automatically or manually. Moreover, provided any partner within a network does have any existing ontology, it is beneficial to integrate it to SOBNP ontology via ontology merging methods. Figure 4 represents some of the concepts from SOBNP ontology. Besides, Table 1 denotes the characteristics of the designed SOBNP ontology.

B. Ontology-based semantic partner selection

In this section, we are going to match the requirements, which are now in OWL-DL, against the SOBNP ontology. The proposed partner selection algorithm identifies the best partner through semantic similarity measurement between VE architect’s requirement ontology and partners’ ontologies.

The proposed SOBNP Realization framework utilizes the ontology-based partner selection algorithm that has thoroughly been discussed by the authors in [33][34]. The approach for semantic matchmaking consists of three phases including Lexical level matchmaking, Conceptual level matchmaking, and Aggregation and comparison, Figure 4.

First of all, both requirement ontology and partners’ enterprise ontology, as inputs are inserted into the framework. In fact, it is expected to find the best partner who satisfies the requirement as much as possible. At the first phase, the framework measures syntactic similarity of resources (i.e. concepts or concept instances) between two ontologies. Thereafter, at the second phase, the resulted sets which are the outputs of syntactic similarity analysis are going to be examined via semantic-based techniques including gravitation of resources, path similarity, path weight, and definition similarity. At the third phase, Conceptual similarity values are compared in order to identify the qualified partner.

C. Synthesizing abstract BPEL process

This section aims to describe the third phase of SOBNP creation. In this phase the VE architect have to express the process patterns among selected activities to synthesize desired SOBNP. In other words, we have to synthesize the activities in the activity repository for the purpose of generation abstract BPEL of the desired SOBNP. Synthesis is the process of producing one specification from another at an appropriate level of abstraction, while significant features of the source specification are kept in the target one [35].

Although a body of work has been reported on generating process models in the area of service oriented computing, but most of them are not suitable to novice process owners, VE architects, business managers or business domain experts. For instance, Yu et al. [35] propose an outstanding method for generating process model on the basis of temporal business rules. Their method uses PROPOL language [36] for specification of the rules. However, in our perspective the PROPOL language requires that the end-users do have background in formal methods in order to express rules accurately.

Thus, regarding SOBNP realization framework needs an approach that gets harmonized with its demand; we use workflow patterns for synthesizing process model. According to our framework requirements, utilizing workflow patterns is an appropriate choice, since they are easy to use for VE architects and their semantics is clear already. Workflow process schemas are defined to specify which activities need to be executed and in what order. Van der Aalst and his colleagues [37] introduce 26 workflow patterns, but not all of them do have common-use in business process schema generation.
Table 2. Workflow patterns and their corresponding BPEL constructs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workflow Patterns</th>
<th>BPEL Construct</th>
<th>BPEL Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td><code>&lt;Sequence&gt;</code></td>
<td><code>&lt;sequence standard-attributes&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>standard-elements</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>activity+</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>&lt;/sequence&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel Split</td>
<td><code>&lt;Flow&gt;</code></td>
<td><code>&lt;flow standard-attributes&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>standard-elements</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>&lt;links&gt;?</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>link name=&quot;noName&quot;&gt;+</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>&lt;/links&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>activity+</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>&lt;/flow&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive Choice</td>
<td><code>&lt;Switch&gt;</code></td>
<td><code>&lt;switch standard-attributes&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>standard-elements</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>&lt;case condition=&quot;bool-expr&quot;&gt;+</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>activity</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>&lt;/case&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>&lt;otherwise&gt;?</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>Activity</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>&lt;/otherwise&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple Merge</td>
<td></td>
<td>This pattern is supported directly by means of the <code>&lt;Switch&gt;</code> construct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and alternatively by using links with disjunctive transition conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inside a <code>&lt;Flow&gt;</code> construct.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our framework and its supported toolset, in initial phases utilizes four basic control flow patterns including Sequence, Simple Merge, Exclusive Choice, and Split Parallel through which VE architect could synthesis expected SOBNP. These patterns have equivalent BPEL constructs. Table 2, denotes the above-mentioned patterns and their corresponding BPEL constructs.

V. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

In the previous sections, we have described an abstract architecture of SOBNP realization framework. In this section, we discuss the architecture and technologies that have been employed for the purpose of realizing the system. Totally, the system has an interface for business rule specification and three modules. Figure 5 shows the architecture of implemented tool. First module copes with generation of corresponding OWL-DL of SBVR. The second module deals with semantic-based partner selection and the last one concerned with synthesizing composite process model.

For user interface module, we have chosen the Eclipse rich client platform. For generation of corresponding OWL-DL of SBVR module we have used ACE parsing engine. For partners’ activities selection, we have used Secondstring Java package [38] for syntactic similarity measurement and Jena package [39] for semantic based similarity

![Diagram](image_url)
measurement. Jena is a Java framework for building Semantic Web applications.

VI. SOBNP REALIZATION FRAMEWORK EVALUATION

This section aims to evaluate and validate the proposed framework through two approaches: a) Scenario simulation; b) Gathering experts’ judgments through a survey. In fact, the first approach demonstrates, firstly, how our framework works, and secondly, how easily and instantly a VE architect could constitute the expected SOBNP. On the other hand, the second approach examines that if the proposed framework meets the expressed claims in terms of experts’ views.

A. Scenario Simulation

In what follows, we will show how our framework generates SOBNP in terms of the business scenario that was described in section 2 (i.e. Collaborative Online Brokerage).

A.1. First step of Phase one: High-level Requirement Specification

As discussed earlier, in the first step of the phase one, the VE architect must express his/her high-level requirements including goals, activities, opportunities, competencies through SBVR, Figure 6, denotes a sample high level requirement for the given scenario in which a VE architect specifies his/her business requirements about ExecuteOrder activity. In fact, even though there are some Stock Exchange organizations that have such an activity, but some of them may satisfy the expected requirements. The output of this step is the corresponding ontology of specified requirement that is requirement ontology, Figure 6.

A.2. First step of Phase Second: First-level Matchmaking

In the next step (Step 1, Phase 2) the VE architect must match the requirement ontology with partners’ ontologies to identify and select best partners. This step is done through ontology-based partner selection tool that is depicted in Figure 7.

This should be noted that, the VE architect could select best partners for all of the activities once. However, if we repeat these two steps for every activity separately, the obtained results would be more desirable. This is due to the fact that, each partner may excel at one activity; hence if we analyze partners separately, each of them has a chance to be selected for participation.


In the second step of the first phase, VE architect must specify the detailed requirement about each web service that supports selected activities in previous step. To be more specific, we assume that there is a web service that support ExecuteOrder activity, for instance. This web service may have various versions with different QoS; hence VE architect must express the expected QoS. Figure 8, indicates the sample low-level requirements that express the expected QoS for ExecuteOrder web service. The output of this step is low-level requirement ontology, Figure 8.
A.4. Second step of Phase One: Low-level Requirement Specification

In the second step of the phase two, VE architect must match the low-level requirements with OWL-S partners’ ontologies. It should be noted that step 2 and 4 utilizes the same algorithm for partner selection. Figure 9 shows ontology-based partners’ web services selection form.

Figure 9. Ontology-based partners’ web services selection form

A.5. Phase third: BPEL Process Synthesis

After identifying the best partners, VE architect must determine appropriate patterns between selected web services and synthesize the abstract BPEL for desired SOBPN. For the given example the patterns is set as depicted in Figure 10. Thereafter the corresponding process model is synthesized by the tool and the output BPEL process is formed. For readability reasons, the produced Abstract BPEL are modeled and represented through Eclipse BPEL Designer plug-in [40].

B. Framework capabilities analysis

To evaluate the SOBPN framework, we have employed the Sol methodology framework [41], which pays explicit attention to all the important aspects of a development methodology. Sol’s framework defines a set of essential factors that characterize an information system development process and classifies them into a way of thinking, a way of modeling, a way of working, and a way of controlling. The way of thinking of the process provides an abstract description of the underlying concepts. The way of modeling of the method structures the models, which can be used in the information system development. The way of working of the process organizes the way in which an information system is developed. It defines the possible tasks that have to be performed as part of the development process. The way of controlling of the process deals with specific management aspects of the development process in terms of the resource management, actors’ roles, intermediate and final results.

We utilize the above-mentioned aspects to verbalize and determine both general and specific capabilities of our proposed process and framework, and then used these capabilities to design questionnaires for conducting users’ evaluation of our process. The users’ evaluation of our process was collected through a survey. To gain experts’ judgments, firstly the framework was introduced for them. Thereafter, we simulate some sample scenarios using the prototype system through which they could observe if the framework is usable and nifty.

The interviewees could answer a question based on

Table 3. Survey participants’ profiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No of Experts</th>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>Practical years experienced in IT field in years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PhD student in Industrial Eng, Tarbiat Modares University.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PhD student in Management. Tarbiat Modares University.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PhD student in Software Eng, Shahid Beheshti University.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>BSc. and MSc. in Software Eng, Amirkabir University, I.A. University</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>MSc. students in Software Eng, Shahid Beheshti University.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a five-point Likert scale [42] ranging from (1) strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree to (5) strongly agree. We had nine participants in the survey from both academic and industry. Table 3 denotes survey participants’ profiles. These experts were selected based on the following criterion:

• They must have experience in business process engineering projects.
• They must have experience in development and deployment of information system projects.

After gathering experts’ judgments, the authors use statistical test to gain confidence for the directions of the outcomes. Table 4 and 5 denote the questionnaire and the experts’ answers with respect to the provided questions. In the survey Table, M denotes the mean that is the average of the given grades, STD denotes the standard deviation, and NP represents the number of positive responses, i.e. responses 4 or 5.

According to the obtained results, we obtained indications of positive evaluation of our proposed framework from persons involved in with the framework explanation and its toolset simulation through statistical analysis of the answers which are shown in Table 3 and 4. With respect to the point that the mean value more than 3.5 indicates that the statement is agreeable by the experts, among the 14 statements in questionnaire, just statement number 5 gets the value of 3.22 which obviously is less than 3.5. The statement number 5 question that if the framework can be employed in the scale of real enterprises and networks. Since the SOBNP Realization framework is one of the rare semi-automated approaches for IVE creation that has been adjusted to be employed by VE architect, it seems trivial that the work needs to be matured further in the future to get ready for actual use in real world networks of organization.

VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

A.1. Converting requirement from SBVR to OWL

One of the key challenges in our approach is concerned with our translation. It is not possible to transfer all the SBVR Structured English via ACE since not every English sentence is an ACE sentence.

Table 4. Experts’ answers with respect to general capabilities of the SOBNP realization framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>SOBNP Realization framework capabilities</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>NP</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>STD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Both framework and its concerned toolset are easy to use, straightforward and trouble-free.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The overall performance of the framework and its toolset is acceptable.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The framework accelerates the process of IVE creation.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The framework simplifies the process of IVE creation.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The framework can be employed in the scale of real enterprises and networks.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The framework shows the importance of automated approaches for SOBNP creation.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Experts’ answers with respect to specific capabilities of the SOBNP realization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>SOBNP Realization framework capabilities</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>NP</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>STD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The VE architect could generate expected SOBNP without deep knowledge of computer science.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The framework could generate business processes at different level of abstractions.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The framework covers both high-level (i.e. business level) and low-level (technical-level) requirement in business process creation.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The framework realizes the requirement specification phase properly.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The framework realizes the partner selection phase properly.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The framework realizes the process model synthesis phase properly.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The developed methods and algorithms have appropriately been integrated into the framework.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The framework could be integrated with business modeling and software development environments.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, OWL-DL does not capture the full semantics of SBVR [43]. It means there are FOL definitions expressing the SBVR structures that cannot be rendered with OWL-DL. For that reason, the fundamental work on improving the translation approach is ahead.

A.2. Nested control constructs

The implemented prototype in its initial states does not support complex business processes in which the process could have nested control constructs. Moreover, in those cases the determination of nested controls could be hard and complicated for VE architect; hence we aim to develop some heuristics through which the VE architect could synthesize complicated SOBNPs straightforwardly. To be more specific, the authors want to provide an environment through which VE architect could, firstly, specify some control-flow rules among the activities using SBVR. Thereafter, the system infers the rules and generates some potential process models. Finally, VE architect could select the one which is exactly what he/she expected.

A.3. Metrics Suite

As cited in section 4, third phase includes a background activity that is process measurement and optimization. This activity examines the designed SOBNP on the basis of a metrics suite. Now, we are engaging with the implementation of the metrics suite module of our SOBNP Realization framework in Automated Software Engineering Research group (ASER'). Thereafter, we also intend to put the approach to the test to evaluate and verify the framework and computations against more actual utility and real life cases.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Dynamic market conditions require a flexible framework through which novice VE architects, business managers, or business domain experts could design and realize business processes instantly. In this paper, the authors presented a framework and associated techniques and toolset to semi-automatically realize SOBNP in IVEs. The approach has two salient features that in combination make it stand out with respect to other approaches. Firstly, it has been tuned to the end-user (i.e. the VE architect) who does not have deep knowledge of computer science. Secondly, it covers business level and technical-level requirements in business process creation. A proof-of-concept prototype system implemented to demonstrate the concept of VE architect-driven service-oriented business network process realization in IVES.
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